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Dear editor,

Diversified top-k weight clique search (DTKWCS) is a

problem that computes k cliques to maximize the sum of

weights of all vertices contained in the cliques; that is,

Σv∈{c1∪c2∪···∪ck}
w(v) is maximized by giving a weighted

graph G and an integer k, where ci is one of the k cliques,

and w(v) is the weight of the vertex v in G. This problem

is NP-hard. It can be applied in spectrum sharing prob-

lem, advertisement putting problem, gene expression and

motif discovery, influential community search, sensor place

problem, and anomaly detection in complex networks [1–4].

In solving DTKWCS in an unweighted graph, a trivial di-

rect approach based on all cliques enumeration is used [5];

however, the approach is time-consuming and not suitable

for solving large graphs. Another direct-solving approach is

proposed that can give approximate solutions [6]; however,

the approach is not competitive in solving dense graphs and

cannot guarantee the optimality of its solutions. Therefore,

it is worth exploring a generic approach to solving DTK-

WCS.

In this study, we provide a generic approach for solving

DTKWCS, which is done by encoding the DTKWCS into

the weighted partial MaxSAT (WPMS) problem and then

solving WPMS with state-of-the-art solvers. It has been

proven that solving NP problems, including academic and

industrial problems, by encoding as SAT or WPMS is an

efficient strategy [7]. To perform the encoding of DTKWCS

to WPMS, we present two encodings strategies: direct en-

coding (DE) and independent set partition based encoding

(ISPE). As shown in the supporting information, the exper-

imental results show that the two encoding strategies are

competitive.

Preliminaries. G = 〈V,E,w〉 is an undirected weighted

graph, where V and E are sets of vertices and edges, re-

spectively, and w is a weight function that assigns a non-

negative integer, called weight, to each vertex v. A clique ci
of a graph G is a subset of vertices in G such that every two

distinct vertices in the subset are adjacent. A literal is either

a Boolean variable (variable for brevity in the rest of study)

x or its negation ¬x. A clause is a disjunction of literals,

which is satisfied if and only if at least one literal in it taking

the value true. A weighted clause is a pair (c, w), where c

is a clause, and w is the weight of the clause. A weighted

clause is hard if its weight is infinite; otherwise, the clause is

soft. A WPMS formula F in CNF is a conjunction of hard

and soft clauses. The purpose of the WPMS problem is to

find a truth assignment for F by satisfying all hard clauses

and then maximizing the sum of weights of all satisfied soft

clauses.

Direct encoding. The basic idea of the DE is derived from

the following observations. First, because the DTKWCS

problem requires to find k cliques, we encode each vertex

into k variables; that is, the vertex vi is expanded into the

variables xi1, xi2, . . . , xik. Thus, the variable xij = true if

and only if the vertex vi is in the jth clique. Second, the

DTKWCS and WPMS problems are both used to compute

a solution to maximize the sum of weights of vertices (or

soft clauses). Then, DE encoding creates hard clauses that

could guarantee every feasible solution of a WPMS instance

to form k cliques. Finally, the DE encoding employs a direct

way to encode soft clauses; that is, each vertex vi defines a

soft clause, which is satisfied if and only if vi is in at least

one of the k cliques.

Formally, given a graph G = 〈V,E,w〉 and an integer k,

we define the DE encoding as follows.

(1) For each vi ∈ V , create k variables xi1, xi2, . . . , xik.

(2) For any two unconnected vertices vi and vj in V

(i.e., 〈vi, vj〉 /∈ E), create k hard clauses: (¬xi1 ∨ ¬xj1,∞),

(¬xi2 ∨ ¬xj2,∞), . . . , (¬xik ∨ ¬xjk ,∞).

(3) For each vertex vi ∈ V , create a soft clause (xi1∨

xi2 ∨ · · · ∨ xik, w(vi)).

We denote the resulting WPMS formula by φ. The DE

encoding has the following properties.

• Any feasible solution of φ, that is, any truth as-

signment satisfying all hard clauses of φ, gives k cliques.

To see this, let us partition the variables assigned with

the value true into the k subsets: {xi111, xi121, xi131, . . .},

{xi212, xi222, xi232, . . .}, . . . , {xik1k
, xik2k

, xik3k
, . . .}. Any

two vertices corresponding to two variables in a subset, say-

ing vij1 and vij2 , must be adjacent; otherwise, a hard clause
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¬xij1j ∨¬xij2j was created because vij1 and vij2 were not

adjacent, which would be falsified.

• Any k cliques give a truth assignment satisfying all hard

clauses of φ: xij = true if and only if the vertex vi is in the

jth clique.

• Any optimal solution of φ gives k cliques covering the

vertices with the maximum sum of weights. To see this,

note that each soft clause corresponds to a unique vertex,

and it is satisfied if and only if the corresponding vertex is

covered. Thus, the maximum sum of weights of the satisfied

soft clauses is equal to the maximum sum of weights of the

covered vertices.

• In the worst case, the time complexities of DE encod-

ing is O(|V |2), where the complexity of generating variables

and generating clauses are O(|V |) and O(|V |2), respectively.

Independent set partition based encoding. The ISPE in-

cludes two conversion processes: reducing a DTKWCS in-

stance into a new version of partial MaxSAT, named literal

WPMS (LWPMS), and subsequent transforming LWPMS

into WPMS. Before the introduction of the ISPE encoding,

some related definitions are given. LWPMS is a conjunc-

tion of hard clauses and literal-weighted soft clauses. The

literal-weighted soft clause is composed of weighted literals

denoted by (l, w), where l is a literal, and w is the weight of

the literal. Given a graph G, we note that an independent

set is a set of disconnected vertices.

Next, we present the first part of ISPE encoding from

DTKWCS into LWPMS by given a graph G = 〈V,E,w〉

and an integer k as follows.

(1) For each vi ∈ V , create k variables xi1, xi2, . . . , xik.

(2) For any two unconnected vertices vi and vj in V

(i.e., 〈vi, vj〉 /∈ E), create k hard clauses: (¬xi1 ∨ ¬xj1,∞),

(¬xi2 ∨ ¬xj2,∞), . . . , (¬xik ∨ ¬xjk,∞).

(3) For each vi ∈ V , create
(

k

2

)

hard clauses. Specifi-

cally, for any two variables xir and xij (r 6= j, 1 6 r, j 6 k)

generated by vi, create a hard clause (¬xir ∨ ¬xij ,∞).

(4) Partition the graph G into several disjoint indepen-

dent sets, and ensure that the vertices in the disjoint in-

dependent sets constitute V. Then for each independent

set {vi, vj , . . . , vr}, create k literal-weighted soft clauses

(xis, w(vi))∨(xjs , w(vj))∨· · ·∨(xrs, w(vr)) (s = 1, 2, . . . , k).

The following is the intuition behind the first part of ISPE

encoding. The hard clauses generated by the disconnected

vertices guarantee that the vertices build up k cliques. To

ensure that the k cliques are not duplicated, we generate
(

k

2

)

hard clauses for each vertex. Furthermore, literal-weighted

soft clauses guarantee that the sum of weights of covered ver-

tices is maximum. In view that no existing solvers can solve

the LWPMS, we manage to encode LWPMS into WPMS in

the second part. By comparing LWPMS and WPMS, we un-

derstand that the difference between both is the type of soft

clauses: literal weighted and clause weighted. Therefore,

we need to transform the literal-weighted soft clauses into

clause-weighted soft clauses (i.e., soft clauses). The method

of the conversion is done by iteratively splitting the weighted

literals. For each literal-weighted soft clause, we generate a

set of soft clauses, as shown in Algorithm 1. After encoding

all literal-weighted soft clauses into soft clauses, the LW-

PMS is reduced into WPMS. Similarly, xij = 1 if and only

if the vertex vi is in the jth clique. The optimal solution

of the WPMS instance corresponds to the maximum total

weights of the covered vertices. We analyse the time com-

plexity of the ISPE encoding in the worst case as follows.

The complexities in the first and second parts are O(|V |2)

and O(|V |), respectively. Thus, in the worst case, the time

complexity of the ISPE encoding is O(|V |2).

Algorithm 1 To-Soft-Clause

Input: a literal-weighted soft clause (xis, w(vi))∨(xjs, w(vj))∨

· · · ∨ (xrs, w(vr));

Output: a set of soft clauses C.

1: W ← {w(vi), w(vj), . . . , w(vr)};

2: L← {xis, xjs, . . . , xrs};

3: δ ← min W ;

4: while L 6= ∅ do

5: Add a soft clause (c, δ) to C, where c is a disjunction of

all literals in L;

6: Delete the weights equivalent to δ from W and the literals

whose weight is equal to δ from L;

7: W is updated by each weight in W minus δ;

8: δ ← min W ;

9: end while

10: return C.

To test the DE and ISPE encodings, we perform

experiments using the approximate DTKWCS solver

EnumKOpt [6], the exact WPMS solver RC2-2018 [8], and

the heuristic WPMS solver TT-Open-wbo-Inc [9]. These

solvers are considered to be the best in their category. The

experimental results in Appendix A show that DE and ISPE

encodings are efficient and effective.

Conclusion. This study defines two encoding strategies

for solving the DTKWCS problem into the WPMS prob-

lem. It can be noted that DE encoding is a direct way,

whereas ISPE is based on independent set partition. The

experimental results show that our encoding strategies are

efficient and effective, which also remedy the lack of dedi-

cated exact solvers for the DTKWCS problem.
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